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Regain your Strength!          Anushka Hofman 

                                                                              
 
Anushka Hofman has been a therapist and teacher of Shiatsu at the Dutch School of Classical Shiatsu since 1996.  
She has founded and is owner of the Dutch School for Do-In. Besides weekly courses and workshops, she runs the 
professional Do-In teachers education. 
Since 2004 Anushka has specialised in the pelvic area and typical female health problems. She has set up 
programms and classes especially for women.   

 
Do-In is a Japanes system of exercises (originating approximately 500 BC in China) which promote health and 
vitality. As Shiatsu it is based on oriental (Chinese) medicine which focuses mainly on a good flow of Ki and 
prevention of disease. Do-In is a form of self-therapy (like Yoga but focusing on the meridians), which requires 
no one else and no medication.  
  
Do-In for Women: Applications, complaints and prevention of diseases: 

 Low energy / exhaustion 

 Menstruational disorders ( pms / painful periods / irregular periods etc.) 

 Pregnancy 

 Lower back pain / Cold / painful belly  

 Menopausal complaints  

 Cramped pelvic muscles or weakness ( causing prolapse of organs and loss of energy) 

 Mood fluctuations 

 Collecting and increasing of energy (also sexual) 

 
Many special exercises will be taught that are invaluable to the development of every women, young or old. The 
classes are relaxing and full of warmth and joy. You will also get more flexible, although that is not the main 
purpose. 

                                                                                   
Where:    Nederlandse School voor Klassieke Shiatsu,  
               H Zwaardecroonstraat 197-199 Den Haag  
               (for route see http://www.shiatsudutch.com/contactlocatie.htm ) 

 
When:    classes:      Monday start: August 26            Time:      18.00 to 19.00  

                                      16 classes (not on Oct 21)          Costs:  €. 180,- 
                                      Wednesday start: August 28       Time:      10.00 to 11.00  
                                      16 classes (not on Oct 23)          Costs:  €. 180,- 
 

               workshops: Part II  Do-In for women        Date:  Sept 19 from 19.00 to 21.30     

                                                                                      Costs €.25,- 

                                       MOXA  (accr. Postgrad. ed.)   Date: Sunday December 01 
                                                                                      Time: 10.00 to 17.00     
                                                                                      Costs: €.75,- 
                                        

Payment via ABN-Amro to Shiatsu, acc.nr. 61.21.31.297 
mentioning workshop or class + staringt date 

 
  For more information please contact Anushka Hofman, (070) 3470188 or 
                        email: Anushka@xs4all.nl.   www.shiatsudutch.com or www.do-in.nl  
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